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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many results have been obtained in pursuit games [I-IO]. Methods used 
in most of these papers are dependent on time-invariance of the players’ 
dynamics. In this paper several results will be stated and proved for linear 
pursuit games with time-varying dynamics. Nikolsky [ 111, extending 
Pontryagin’s theory, proved a theorem concerning this problem. Here, a 
different approach will be taken. Results of Sections 5 and 6 are a generaliza- 
tion of Pshenichnyi’s work [4]. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider two linear systems: 
x(t) and y(t) are states in E = R”. u(t) in UC R’ and v(t) in V/c R” are 
controls, where U and V are compact convex sets. u(.) and u(.) are right con- 
tinuous. Such a u( .)(v(.)) is called an admissible control of Zp(.ZE). We denote 
by 52,(52.) the class of all admissible controls of Zp(2,s). ,4(.), B(.), C(.) and 
D(.) are matrices with appropriate dimension and their components are 
continuous and bounded. Let capture condition be TX(~) = q(t), where v is 
the operator of orthogonal projection from E onto its linear subspace E, . 
The objective of the pursuer 27, is to capture the evader 2YE, while it 
is the objective of ZE to prevent capture from occurring. Both 2Yp and ZE 
are informed of the dynamics (.Zp) and (ZE), th e initial time t, and the initial 
states x(tJ and y(t,). 
DEFINITION [IO]. Information pattern is open loop if ,Zf: first chooses an 
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admissible control v(.) on [to, co), and then zl, chooses an admissible 
control u(.) on [to , a) knowing the v(.). Information pattern is closed loop 
if at time t, XE chooses an admissible control v(t) knowing t, x(t) and y(t), 
and ZP chooses an admissible control u(t) knowing t, x(t), y(t) and the u(t). 
DEFINITIOX [lo]. A pair of initial states (x(tO),y(tO)) in E x E is cap- 
turable ut time t, t > to, if for any a( .) in S, there is a u(.) in 52, with 
m(t) = q(t). A pair of initial states (x(t,),y(t,)) is capturable in time t, 
t 2 t,, , if for any v( .) in Q,, there is a U( .) in fir,, and there is a 7 in [to , t] 
such that nrs(7) = ny(~). 
Our problems are: 
’ o 
f + G, r 
obtain conditions under which open loop capture at time 
0 70 * is carried over to closed loop capture in time to + TV*, where 
:0 * will be defined in Section 3. 
(ii) To construct a closed loop control which actually leads to capture 
in time f,, f ro*. 
Remark. It is very difficult to solve the closed loop problem directly 
[l-3, 1 I]. 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For t 3 to and for 7 2 0, let 
where @~‘,(t - T, t) and Qc(t + 7, t) are transition matrices for (ZP) and (Z,), 
respectively. Clearly, R&, t) and RE(+r, t) are bounded. They are convex 
because U and V are convex. 
ASSUMPTION 1. Rp(7, t) and RE(7, t) are closed. 
The support function of Rp(7, t) at g E E, is 
G&, 7, t) = max{(g, x> I x E G(T, t)> 
where <., .) is the inner product on E, . It is easy to see that GP( g, 7, t) is 
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positively homogeneous and subadditive ing. The support function GE( g, T, t) 
of RE(~, t) is similarly defined. 
Proof. Necessity is trivial. To show sufficiency, let GE($) 7, t) < 
GP(#, 7, t) for all Z/ in B, and suppose that &(T, t) c &.(T, t). Then there 
is a point x in RE(7, t) - &(T, t). It follows from a strong separation theorem 
of disjoint compact convex sets, that there is a nontrivial linear functional f 
in E, and there is a y* in RP(7, t) such that 
%(f, 7, t) = <f,y*> < (f, x> < G;(f> ~9 t ). 
It follows from the positive homogeneity of GP( f, T, t) and GL( f, 7, t) with 
respect to f that 
This is a contradiction. 
ASSUMPTION 2. For each # in B, the formula 
$$ <n*‘h K(t + 7, 5) u(S)) = (r*‘h K(t + 7, S) u(S, 3)) 
uniquely defines the function U(S, #) On every finite interVa1 [t, t + T], 
2 3 to, except for at most a finite number of points, where K(t + 7, S) = 
DA(r + 7, S) B(s) and z* is the adjoint operator of v defined by (f, vg) = 
(m-*f, g). A similar assumption is made for (ZE). 
LEMMA 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, 
G&,4 7, t) = $$ <n*#, @~(t + ‘-3 t) X(t) + jt-’ K(t + T, s) U(S) ds) 
t 
(3.1) 
Proof. Assumption 2 implies that the control U(S, 4) resulting from the 
last term of (3.1) is piecewise continuous in s [5, p. 1041. At a point p for 
which this control is discontinuous, we define 
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Then u(., Q!J) belongs to 9,. Since the number of points for which this 
control is discontinuous, is finite they do not contribute to integral so that 
everything remains true. 
A similar statement is valid for GE(#, 7, t). 
Set F(#, 7, t) = G($, 7, t> - G(#, 7, t> and H(T, t) = maxgEBy F(#, 7, t). 
Then &JT, t) C &,(T, t) if and only if H(T, t) < 0, viz., 
FEE”B” <n*‘h @)c(t + 7, t>J’(t) - Qj~(t + T> t) x(t)> 
Y I 
where L(t + 7, s) = @,-(t + 7, s) D(s). Let 7*(t) be the minimal nonnegative 
value of 7 satisfying H(T, t) = 0 if it exists, where t > t, . Hence t + 7*(t) 
is the first time for which the inclusion &(T, t) C Rp(7, t) occurs. For 
simplicity we write T*(to) = TV*. Define 
Remark. If TV* exists then (x(t,,), y(Q) is open loop capturable at time 
* t, + 70 . 
Remark. The value To* is different from the value defined in [ I,2 and Ill. 
LEMMA 3. H(T, t) is continuous in T and t. 
Proof. Let TV be a nonnegative real number. The parallel set of Rp(7, t) 
is defined by 
RAT, t; CL) = u J(a; 4, where J(a; CL) = lx I II x - a II < ~1. 
aeRp(r,t) 
Let 
~(RP(T, t>, RP(TI 9 t>> 
= min{p I &(T~ , t) C G(T, t; cc>, WT, t) C 4471, t; CL)). 
It is easy to see that d(., *) is a metric on the space of all compact convex 
sets in E, and that Rp(7, t) is continuous in 7 with respect to this metric. 
We write the support function of Rp(-r, t; CL) as GP(#, T, t; p). Similar 
statements are valid for RE(7, t). We first show that F(#, T, t) is continuous 
in 7. Let E > 0 be given. Since Rp(7, t) and RE(7, t) are continuous in T, 
there is a 6 > 0 such that 1 T - TV 1 < 6 implies Rp(~l, t) $ Rp(-r, t; e/3), 
R,-(T, t> g WT~, t; 43) and RE(T~ , t) $ RE(T, t; 431, UT, t> ,C RE(T~ , t; 43). 
505/X dz-4 
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Hence 
Continuity of H(T, t) follows from that of F($, 7, t) and the following 
estimate: 
F(x, 71) 4 - F(x, 7, t) < H(T, , t) - H(T, t) 
< F(x1 , 71 , t) - F(x1 , 7, t), 
where x1 E M(rl , t) and x E M(T, t). That H(T, t) is continuous in t can be 
proved in a similar manner. 
ASSUMPTION 3. For any tj in B, the function 
tends to --co as 7 tends to co. 
ASSUMPTION 4. (ZP) and (ZE) are zero input stable, i.e., (.ZP) and (ZE) 
with u(.) = 0 and TI(.) = 0 are stable in the sense of Lyapunov. 
LEMMA 4. Under Assumptions 1 to 4, -rO* exists for a given (x(t,), y(Q). 
Proof. Note that H(0, to) > 0 if m(t,) # vy(to). Since (ZP) and (ZJ 
are zero input stable, there are positive numbers MA and MC with 
II Da(to + 7, t,)ll < MA and II Qc(t,, + 7, t,)ll < MC for all 7 2 0 [I’& 
Section 7.3, Theorem I]. Hence for any # E B, , 
(h v@c(to + 7, to)Y(to) - n@,(to + 7, to) X(h)> 
G MC II r(tdll + M, II x(tJl. (3.2) 
It follows from Lemma 3, (3.2), and Assumption 3 that there is a minimal 
positive value ~a* with H(T,,*, to) = 0. 
The assertion is true for any t > t, so that T*(t) always exists. 
LEMMA 5. T*(t) = 0 if and only ifm(t) = ry(t). 
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4. A SPECIAL INFORMATION PATTERN 
In this section we give 2, an advantage over ZE in the following way: 
Let E be an arbitrarily small positive number. At time t, ZP is informed 
not only of the closed loop information but of TJ(.) on (t, t + ~1. 
THEOREM 1. Let 7rx(t,) # 7ry(t,). Let Assumptions 1 to 4 and the following 
he satisfied: 
H, . M(T, t) is a singleton set +!J(T, t) for all 7 E [0, T*(t)] us long us T*(t) > 0. 
Then (x(tJ, y(Q) is cupturable in time t, + TV* under the present information 
pattern. 
Remark. Lemmas l-5 should be appropriately modified for the present 
information pattern. Also HI should be understood in the sense that for any 
given v(.) on [t, t + C] the maximum over B, is uniquely attained. Under 
this information pattern one does not have to worry about singular surfaces 
arising in closed loop games. 
Proof. At t = t, , 2YP is informed of TJ(.) on [to, t, + ~1. Hence for any 
$J in B, the following is true: 
s 
to+6 
- 
to 
uTsy& CT*+, K(t, + T,,*, s) u(s)) ds 
to+70* - s to+’ u’tf$$ CT*+, Wo +TO*, s>u(s)) ds 
< (.rr*$h @c(to + ‘To”, t,>Y(to> - @.-+(to + To*, to) x(h)) 
= F(#, To*, to) < H(T,,*, to) = 0. 
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It follows from the above inequality that there is a number 71 in [O, T,,*] 
such that 
= $g <.rr*+, Q&o + 71 , to + 4Y@o +4 Y 1 
- @A(& + *1 > to + 4 X&o + + 
i 
to+71 - max <n*$, W. + 71 , s) 4s)) ds . tOfr dS)EU I 
z.z 
0, (4.1) 
where we have set 
and 
r(to + 4 = @&o + E> to) Y@,) + Jo - Wo + E, 4 4s) ds. 
to 
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Equality (4.1) implies that 
H(T1 - E, to + e) = 0. (4.2) 
It follows from the definition of the number 7*(t0 + c) that ~*(ta + c) < 
7r - E and hence that 7*(t0 + l ) < rO* - E. Similarly, there is a u(.) on 
(to + E, t, + 2~1 with u(t) E U that yields 7*(t0 + 2~) < ~*(t,, + 5) - E. 
Continuing this process we have that 7*(t) = 0 for some t in (to, t, + TV*]. 
It follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 that capture occurs no later than the time 
t, + TV*. To complete the proof, note that (4.1), (4.2) and HI say that XP 
should choose the control u(s, $(to + r1 , to)) with s E [to , t, + ~1 in such a 
way that 
u~~~~u <~*$(to + 71 T 43), wo + 71 , 4 m 
= <~*wo + 71, GJ, wo + 71 ,s) a 3(4l + Tl ,4d)>. 
This control is admissible for the same reason as that of Lemma 2. 
5. CLOSED LOOP GAME 
THEOREM 2. Let rx(t,) + ry(t,J. Let Assumptions 1 to 4 and the following 
hold: 
H,‘. M(T*(t), t) is a singleton set x(t) as Zong as 7*(t) > 0. 
Hz . g(X(t), T*(t), t) < 0 as Zong as T*(t) > 0, where 
g(x(t), T*(t), t) = (n*x(t)> C(u) %b, t> y(t) - 44 @Au, t) x(t)> 
+ r; (r*x(t)> C(u)L(u, 4 4s, x(t))> ds 
- s 1 <r*x(t>, 44 K(u, 4 u(s, x(t)>> ds 
+ v~~g$~*xw~ D(u) 44) - ~~g$~*X(t), B(u) 4u)h 
with u = t + T*(t). 
Hz . g(X(t), r*(t), t) is continuous in X(t). 
H4 . The formula 
$f$ <fl*X(t)Y KC% t> u(t)> = <n*xm K(u1 4 u(t, x(t))> (5.1) 
uniquely d&es the function u(t, x(t)) as long as -r*(t) > 0 with 
t E [to, t, + TV*], except for at most a finite number of points. 
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Then (x(t,,), y(Q) is closed loop capturable in time t,, + rO*. Furthermore, 
a closed loop capture control u(t, x(t)) is given by formula (5.1). 
DEFINITION. Let T(t) be a real-valued function. The upper right deriva- 
tive of T(t) at t = to is defined by 
D,, 7(t0) = lim sup 7(2i 1 :(t,, . 
t+tO 
t>to 0 
The right derivative of T(t) at t = to is 
DTT(tO) = F+i T(t) - TGO) 
C-P, 
t-to ’ 
provided it exists. If this is the case, T(t) is said to be right differentiable 
at t = to . Let A(T, t) be a real-valued function on R2. The upper right 
derivative of h(r, t) with respect to T at 7 = 7. is 
and the right derivative is similarly defined. The lower right derivative, 
upper left derivative etc. can also be defined. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a scalar vector field on a domain of R2. Let 
I = [to, tJ, where to < tl . Then the function 7 : I + R is said to be a 
solution to the differential inequality 
D,T(t> G f(t, +)) (5.2) 
if T(t) satisfies (5.2) on [to , tl). 
The following two lemmas will be proved in a more general form in 
Section 6 (see Lemma 12 and Lemma 13). 
LEMMA 6. T*(t) is continuous. 
LEMMA 7. T*(t) is right da@rentiable and 
D,.T*(~) = -1 - h(x(t), T*(t), t; 4th u(t)> 
g(X(t), T*(t), t> ’ 
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where 
LEMMA 8. If T*(t) is continuous and is a solution to the difJeerentia1 inequality 
DrT*(t) < -/3, /? > 0, on [to, tl] with initial condition T*(t,) = T,,*, then 
T*(t) < To* - P(t - to) for all t in [to, tJ. 
To prove Theorem 2 note that for any n(t) E I’, 
min _ h(X(t), T*(t), t; v(t), u(t)> ~ 0 
U(t)EU g(x(O, T*(t), t) 
(see Ha). Therefore the closed loop control u(t, x(t)) defined by 
min _ h(X(t)l T*(t), t’ v(t), u(t)) 
n(t)@-J g(x(t>9 T*(t), 4 
= _ 4x(t), T*(t)9 t; fw 44 x(t)) 
g(X(t), T*(t), t) 
or what amounts to the same thing, by (5.1), yields DTT*(t) < -1 on 
[to, to + To*). It follows from Lemmas 6 and 8 that T*(t) < r,,* - (t - to) 
so that T*(t) vanishes no later than the time to + TV*. It follows from 
Lemma 5 that capture occurs no later than the time to + To*. 
LEMMA 9. X(t) is continuous. 
Proof. Let {t”]& be a sequence convergent to t. Then 
F(x(tJq, T*(e), ty = 0 for k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Since x(t”) is in B, and since B, is a compact set, there is a subsequence 
{X(P~)}& convergent to an element x0 of B, . Using continuity of T*(t) 
oneihas 
F(X’, T*(t), t) = h&F(@), T*(&), t”‘) = 0 
= H(T*(t), t). 
Since X(t) is unique in B, (see Hi’) one must have x0 = x(t). 
By Lemma 9, H4 and a similar reasoning as that used in the proof of 
Lemma 2, one sees that u(t, x(t)) is admissible. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 2. 
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6. A GENERALIZATION 
In this section, HI’ will be relaxed. 
THEOREM 3. Let TX(&) # ry(&,). Let Assumptions 1 to 4 and thefollowing 
be satisfied: 
f& - g(x, T*(t), t) is continuous in x and 
as Zong as 7*(t) > 0. 
f& - For each v(t) in V, the min-max problem 
min max - 4x, T*(t), t; v(t), u(t)) 
U(QEU XEivr(T*(t),t) dx, T*(t), t> 
has a unique saddle point u(t) = u(T*(t), t, v(t)) and x = x(T*(t), t, v(t)) 
m hng as T*(t) > 0. 
Then (x(&J, y(t,,)) is closed loop capturable in time to + T,,* + 6, where 6 
is an arbitrarily small positive number. 
LEMMA 10. M(T, t) is closed. 
LEMMA 11. M(T, t) is upper semicontinuous in T and t. 
Proof. Let {Tk}& be a sequence convergent to 7 and let {x(T”, t)}Fsl 
be a sequence convergent to an element x of E” with x(T~, t) in M(G) t). 
Then F(x(T”, 9, TV, t) 2 F(#, Tk, t) for all 4 in B, and all k. Since ?’ is 
continuous in its arguments, 
F+‘- F(x(T”, t), TV, t> k F+z WA Tk, t> 
for all 9 in B, , i.e., F(x, 7, t) > F(#, 7, t) for all # in B, . Since B, is compact 
and hence closed, x is in B, . Th us x belongs to M(T, t) so that M(T, t) 
is upper semicontinuous in T. A similar argument shows that M(T, t) is 
upper semicontinuous in t. 
Remark. Since M(T, t) is always a closed subset of B, , a compact set, 
upper semicontinuity and upper semicontinuity with respect to inclusion 
are equivalent. 
LEMMA 12. T*(t) is continuous. 
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Proqf. It follows from Assumption 2 and corollary of Theorem 1.3 in 
[4] that for each I/ E B, , the function 
with s E [t, t + T], is continuously differentiable in ‘T and t except for at 
most a finite number of points in [t, t + T]. Hence these derivatives are 
piecewise continuous in s. At a point of discontinuity we take the right 
hand limit. Then it follows from the form of F(#, 7, t) that F($, 7, t) is 
differentiable in 7 and t. It is easy to show that 
and that g(+, 7, t) is continuous in 7. We claim that H(T*(t), t) is right and 
left differentiable in 7. For any x E k?(T*(t), t) and for any xi E M(T1, t), 
F(x, ‘~17 t) -F(x, T*(t), t) < f-f(T, , t) - H(T*(t>, t> 
< F(x1 > 71 3 t> - F(x1 , T*(t), t>. 
Dividing this inequality by T1 - T*(t), 
F(x, ~1, t) -F(x, T*(t), t) < ff(Q , t) - H(T*(t), t> 
T1 - T*(t) T1 - T*(t) 
< F(XI 7 71, t) - F(x1, T*(t), t> 
T1 - T*(t) 
, (6.1) 
where T1 > I*. since M(T, t) is upper semicontinuous in 7 and since 
g(#, 7, t) is continuous in 7, the second inequality in (6.1) yields 
E r+H(T*(t), t) < lim sup F(x1, ~1, t> -F(xI , T*(t), t> 
TpT*(t) 
Tl>T*(t) 
T1 - T*(t) 
= lim sup aF(xl ) T*(t) + 8(T1 - T*(t)), t) 
TpT*(t) & 
T1>vyf) 
= ‘jy$p g(Xl 9 T*(t> + ~(TI - T*(t)>, t> 
7:>7*(t) 
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where we used H5 and mean value theorem with 0 < 0 < 1. The first 
inequality in (6.1) implies that 
for any x E M(T*(~), t). Thus 
(6.2) 
Analogously, for or < 7*(t), one has that 
and that 
for any x E M(,*(t), t), where (a/&) Z-lf(,*(t), t) and (a/&) Z+H(r*(t), t) 
are the lower and upper left derivatives of H(T*(~), t) with respect to 7, 
respectively. Hence 
; ZH(T*@), t) = 
= xtM$yt),t) g(x, T*(t), t> 
< 0. (6.3) 
Since M(T, t) is upper semicontinuous in 7, (6.2) and (6.3) imply that there 
is a neighborhood Q(T*(~)) of I* on which H(T, t) is monotonically 
decreasing in 7. Since H(T*(~), t) = 0, there is a 71 < r*(t) with H(T~ , t) > 0 
and there is a -ra > 7*(t) with H(T~ , t) < 0. Since H(T, t) is continuous 
in V- and t, there is a neighborhood N(t) of t such that H(T~ , s) > 0 and 
H(Q , s) < 0 for all s in N(t). If we fix s in N(t), there is a unique T*(S) 
with H(T*(s), s) = 0. Now let {tk)~cl be a sequence convergent to t with 
tk in N(t), and let {TV*)& be the corresponding sequence of minimal 
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nonnegative numbers satisfying H(T, t”) = 0, K = 1, 2, 3,... . Since {TV*, t”}& 
is a bounded sequence it has an accumulation point (T*, t), say. So there is a 
subsequence {$ , t”j}yzl convergent to (T*, t). Since H(T$, t7Q) = 0 for all 
j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and since H is continuous in its arguments, we conclude 
that lim+, H($ , tkj) = H(T*, t) = 0. But the above argument tells us that 
T* is unique and hence it must be equal to I*. Therefore (7*(t), t) is the 
unique accumulation point and it is, in fact, the limit point of {TV*, tk};P=i . 
LEMMA 13. I* is right dzjteerentiable and 
or7*p> = -1 + XEMy$) t) - h(x, T*(t)y f; w, W) .dx, T*(t), 4 
Proof. The proof used in [4] can be applied with a minor change. For 
any x E M(-r*(t), t) and for any x1 E M(T*(t,), tl), 
F(X1 > T*(h), 5) -F(x1 > T*(t), t) 3 0. (6.4) 
F(X, T*(tlh td - F(X, T*(t), t> < 0. (6.5) 
Applying mean value theorem to the left hand side of (6.4) one has, for 
4 > t, 
T*(h) - T*(t) ( _ ; F(X1 > T*(t), t3 
t,--t ’ 
&X 1 > To*, t) 
(6.6) 
where TV* = T*(t) + e(T*(tJ - T*(t)) and tf = t + [(tl - t) with 0 < 0 < 1, 
0 < ( < 1. Since 
;F(x, T*(t), t) = g(x, T*(t)> t) < 0 
for any x E M(T*(t), t) (HJ and since M(T, t) is upper semicontinuous in 7, 
H3 implies that (a/&) F(x i , T@*, t) < 0 for t, - t sufficiently small. Hence 
the right hand side of (6.6) makes sense. It is easy to see that 
$-(x9 T*(t), t> = dx, T*(t), t) + h(x, T*(t), t; v(t), u(t)). 
Since u(t) and v(t) are assumed to be right continuous, it follows from the 
form of g(x, T*(t), t) and h(x, T*(t), t; u(t), u(t)) that the right hand side of 
(6.6) is right continuous in t. Clearly the right hand side of (6.6) is con- 
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tinuous in 7. Using the upper semicontinuity of M(T, 2) and the continuity 
of I*, one has 
&xl 7 7*w, G) 
D,+T*(~) < lim sup - 
tpt 
tl>t $(x1 > TO*, t> 
< 
&x, 7*(t), t> 
max - 
xdf(T*(t),t) 
;F(x, 7*(t), 4 ’ 
A similar argument applied to (6.5) implies that 
for arbitrary x E M(G-*(t), t). Hence one concludes that 
= --I + max - KY, T*(t), t; v(t), u(t)) X~M(T*(t),t) g(x, +Yt>, t> * 
To prove Theorem 3, note that the continuity of T*(t) implies the upper 
semicontinuity of M(T*(t), t) in t. Therefore in the same way as that used 
in [4, p. 621, Z;. can construct an admissible closed loop control which 
yields the differential inequality 
&7’(t) 6 -1 + -& * 
It follows from Lemmas 5, 8, and 12 that capture occurs no later than 
the time t,, + 7,,* + 6. Assumption H6 excludes any possibility of ambiguity 
about choosing this closed loop control. 
Remarks. Lemmas 6 and 7 immediately follow from Lemmas 12 and 13, 
respectively, for M(T*(t), t) is a singleton set. In choosing the closed loop 
control of Theorem 2, ZP does not need the value of v(t), whereas in 
Theorem 3, ZP does need the value of v(t) because HI’ is not assumed in 
Theorem 3. If g(X(t), r*(t), t) = 0, then the pair (x(t), y(t)) is on a singular 
surface and it might give rise to discontinuity in -r*(t). 
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7. AN EXAMPLE 
A simplified equation of motion of a rocket-propelled vehicle in three- 
dimensional space with uniform gravitational field, is described by the 
following: 
mp(t) iqt) = -a&(t) + Qt), i = 1,2. 
m&) qt) = --a%&) + %(t) - %J(t>g, 
where g is the gravity constant, CL > 0 the friction constant and mp(t) > 0 
is the mass of the vehicle which is continuous and monotonically decreasing 
with lim,,, mp(t) > 0. The vector (xl(t), x,(t), x3(t)) is the position and 
21(t) = (ur(t), uz(t), us(t)) is the thrust which is constrained by 
The above equation may be written as 
k(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t) - G (-9 
where 
000 1 0 
000 0 1 
000 0 0 
0 0 0 -a/m,(t) 0 
000 0 -l%(t) 
000 0 0 
Similarly let another system be described by 
j(t) = WY(t) + Wt> w(t) - G (‘E) 
where C(t) and D(t) have the same form as A(t) and B(t) except that CY 
replaced by /3 and mp(t) replaced by ms(t), respectively. Constraint on 
w(t) is 
282 
Let 
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*=[ ; 9 I i !j. 
It is clear that 
' 1 0 0 17&t + 7, t) 0 0 
0 1 0 0 172@ + 73 4 0 
@At + TY t) = 
0 0 1 0 0 rlz(t t T, q 
0 0 0 rl& + 7, q 0 0 
0 0 0 0 ?Idt + 73 t) 0 
,o 0 0 0 0 rl1(t + 7, t> 
where ~i(r, t) = exp( -si +zP(s) ds) and ~(t + T, t) = j’:” ~(r, t) dr. The 
matrix Qc(t + 7, t) has the same form as that of QA(t + T, t) except that 
Q(Y, t) and ~(t + T, t) are replaced by &(r, t) = exp(-JzP/m,(s) ds) and 
i&(t + 7, t) = J”:’ &(r, t) dr, respectively. Noticing that 
0 < exp (- jLo 4m~(4 ds) -c exp (- & (r - tn))j 
one sees that Assumption 4 is satisfied. Since 
(Tr*#, K(t + 7, s) u(s)) = (#, r12(t + Tp 4 u(s)), 
m&) (7.1) 
Assumption 2 is satisfied. For this example, Assumption 1 is satisfied. Under 
appropriate inequalities between 01, /3, mp(t), m,(t), p and u, Assumption 3 
is satisfied. It is not difficult to show that Hi holds and 
m@& +T*(t), t>r(t) - T@A(l + T*(t), t) x(t) 
At) = 
( - G2(7-*Oh t) + Gd~*(t), 9 ) 
( 
II7T@,,(t + T*(t), t) y(t) - dA(t + T*(t), q x(t) 
- Gz(~*(t>, t) + Gd~*(t>, Qli 1 
provided the denominator is nonzero, where 
0 
W*(t), t> = 
0 
.i 
t+r*w 
’ m& + I*, 4 ds 
t 
0 
G2(7*($ t> = 
0 
I 
t+T*(t) 
. gl,(t + I”, 4 ds 
t 
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Hz is guaranteed by (7.1). Clearly H4 is satisfied. H, is difficult to check. 
However, if it is satisfied, then Theorem 2 applies and the closed loop 
capture control is given by 
B*(t) @a*(t + T*(t),  n*xw u(ty xw = p 11 B”(t) @,*(t + T*(t),  n*x(t)ll * 
Remark. In general, it is difficult to calculate M(T*(~), t) and to check 
Ii5 (or II?). These are drawbacks of the present method. 
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